
To the seventeenth - or indeed nineteenth-century lay [person]        

the Prayer Book was not a shiny volume to be borrowed from a 

church shelf on entering and carefully replaced on leaving. It was 

a beloved and battered personal possession, a life-long companion 

and guide, to be carried from the church to kitchen, to parlor, to 

bedside table; equally adaptable for liturgy, personal devotion, 

and family prayer: the symbol of a domestic spirituality.      

                    — Martin Thornton “The Anglican Spiritual Tradition" 

How to Pray Morning & Evening Prayer 



How to Pray Morning and Evening Prayer on Your Own  

(Rite 2, BCP pp. 75, 115) 
 
Take a few moments of silence to center yourself in God’s presence. Be comfortable. 
 
Having chosen an opening sentence (proper options for seasons and major days are at the beginning of MP,                          
pp. 75-8), say it. 
 
Omit the Confession of Sin, except in Lent (note the words for the lay person’s absolution in the italicized rubrics). 
 
Service continues with “Lord, open our lips.” 
 
Seasonal antiphons may be used. 
 
Venite or Jubilate (typically Venite in Advent and Lent), Christ our Passover in Eastertide. 
 
Psalms: except on Major Feast days, at All Saints’ we read the psalms according to the 30 day cycle. Ie on the 22nd day 
of the month, the psalms are those indicated for the 22nd evening: 108 and 109. A pause long enough for a breath at 
the asterisk, at section breaks, and between psalms, in the monastic style. At the end of the psalms appointed, back to  
p. 84: “Glory to the Father…..” (bowing until “Holy Spirit”). Major Prayer Book Holy Days are listed among the 
collects (p 237 and following) or in the Daily Office lectionary (pp. 996-1,000). Only major Holy Days use their own 
psalms and readings (not the lesser feasts). All Lesser Feasts are optional when praying privately. 
 
The readings follow the Daily Office lectionary (p 934 ff). 2018 is Year Two. Any number of readings (1,2, or 3). At 
public Evening Prayer, we will have two readings, the Old Testament and the Gospel. Allow for a brief pause after each 
reading. If you keep the full lectionary of the Daily Office for two years, you will read almost all of the Old Testament, 
and all of the New Testament several times. As Cranmer intended, it will systematically take you through the Bible, in 
the context of prayer. The Offices are the perfect core spiritual exercise for the faithful Christian. 
 
Pick canticles as you like (the suggested Canticles for Morning Prayer are on p 144). 
 
The Apostles’ Creed is usually said just once a day. 
 
Prayers, with either Lord’s Prayer or set of Suffrages.  
 
The Collect of the Day is that of the Major Holy Day, lesser feast (from Lesser Feasts and Fasts) if you wish, or if there 
is neither on that day, the collect from the prior Sunday. In Advent, the second collect is a seasonal collect, the collect 
from Advent 1. In Lent, the second collect is a seasonal collect, the collect for Ash Wednesday. 
A total of 3 collects, with at least one from the prayers for mission. 
 
Then the intercessions and thanksgivings as you wish. For whom are you praying? Sick, suffering, victims of violence or 
natural disaster, thanksgivings? 
 
 Then the General Thanksgiving, or Prayer of St. Chrysostom, if you like. 
 
“Let us bless the Lord” (add Alleluia, Alleluia only in Eastertide). 
 
Close with one of the ending sentences. 
 
Evening Prayer is basically the same concept.  
 



A Few Tips on Praying the Offices Individually 

 

When possible, pray out loud, even by yourself. This keeps us from rushing, and enables us to be more 

spiritually focused. Better yet, find a prayer partner and commit to praying together for accountability and 

encouragement. 

Be flexible and don’t get discouraged. All of us have times when our day runs away from us. If you miss a day, 

don’t be too hard on yourself. And be flexible to adapt to even the shortest form, by memory (even in the car, 

or between activities). As with exercise, some prayer is better than none. If you like, you can take Sundays off, 

since we are celebrating the Eucharist together. Better a short daily prayer than longer ones twice a week. 

When we pray Evening Prayer publicly, we have a set and consistent format. On your own, you can adapt the 

Office in all kinds of ways. Anything the Prayer Book offers as something that “may” be done is optional. And, 

in private prayer, you can trim as much as you like (knowing that a consistent pattern is best). So, for example, 

you could have a simple, daily form as follows: “Lord, open our lips etc”, Venite, a portion of the psalms 

appointed for the day, one of the Scripture readings, one canticle, Lord’s Prayer. You might also consider the 

“Daily Devotions for Individuals and Families” (p 136 ff), which are abbreviated forms of the Office that can 

be added to (for example with the psalms or readings of the day), or used on their own. So the range of time 

one might spend on daily Morning and Evening Prayer can vary from 5 minutes (the Daily Devotions) to 55 

minutes (full Prayer Book Morning and Evening Prayer).  

Morning and Evening Prayer, with their lectionary of psalms and readings, are the core of our daily tradition. 

Additional options in our Prayer Book are Noonday prayer and Compline. 

There are excellent Episcopal electronic options that plug in all the psalms and readings and prayers 

automatically. Forward Movement has an online site for daily prayer: (prayer.forwardmovement.org) and an 

excellent app for smartphone or tablet. Mission St. Clare is another option with both website 

(missionstclare.com) and app. Lately, I have been enjoying the Brotherhood of Saint Gregory’s website 

(gregorians.org) and app, because they are so easy to customize. 

If you like the feel of a nice, handsome book for your prayers, may I recommend the Contemporary Office 

Book:  (https://www.churchpublishing.org/products/contemporaryofficebook). It is not cheap ($166) but 

contains everything you need for the Daily Office, including all of the readings in the two year lectionary. It 

will last a lifetime and makes a great gift! 







SPIRITUAL MAPS   
 
Prayer must involve the unifying of the personality, the integration  
of mind and heart into one center.... Without self-discovery there  
can be no further progress. 'In order to find God whom we can only  
find in and through the depths of our own soul, we must first find  
ourselves.' Without self-knowledge our love remains superficial. ―Kenneth Leech 
  
 
A map offers a system of spiritual life rather than a list of assorted practices. A useful system will provide a balance 
of nurture and stretching. It will include our inner life and our outer life. In such a system our inclinations and 
gifts are supported and allowed to flourish and the less developed parts of us are drawn out and developed. All so 
we may become stronger in love and faith; more resilient, with a broader mind and an enlarged heart. 
 
Maps are useful things.  
 
1. They are based on the experience of many others. This is how others have made the journey.  
2. They help you gets somewhere. If you want to grow in the spiritual life it may help to have a guide.  
3. They change as the circumstances of life change. In a world of rapid change and loose ties among people, we 
    have an increased need for a sense of perspective, being in community, and engaging daily routines that give us 
    ground to stand upon.  
4. They are only useful if people find them useful. People vary in temperament and spiritual inclination.  
    Maps can provide too much or too little detail for different groups of people. 
  

The Prayer Book Rule 
 

This map is grounded in Benedictine spirituality and the Prayer Book.  
 
Our worship tradition as Episcopalians is based on a three-part structure. Michael Ramsey, the one-hundredth 
Archbishop of Canterbury, referred to it as the "Benedictine triangle." Martin Thornton called it the "Catholic 
Threefold Rule of Prayer." It is the Prayer Book's way of prayer. The three elements ― Eucharist, Daily Office, 
and Personal Devotions ― comprise the fundamentals of a disciplined Christian spirituality in the Anglican 
tradition. 

 
The use of this pattern can help individuals and parishes move away from the 
attempt to base our prayer life on a self-made, unintegrated list of "rules" 
toward an integrated Rule grounded in The Book of Common Prayer. 
 
The active relationship among Eucharist/Daily Office/Personal Devotions can 
be seen in how the Office is deepened and enriched by a person's personal 
devotions, how all three influence one another, and how the Office and personal 
devotions are focused and completed in the Eucharist. 
 
 

Holy Eucharist: Also known as the Mass and the Holy Communion. Participation on Sundays and Major Feast 
Days. 
 
Daily Office: A pattern of reading the appointed scriptures, and joining in the church's daily act of praise and 
adoration. Said in some manner each day. 
 
Personal Devotions: These are ways of expressing our unique relationship with God. Some are drawn to 
contemplation, others to intercessory prayer, some to the use of icons, others to prayer beads. 
 



In Your Holy Spirit Map  
  

Weekly Practice: Holy Eucharist  
Being present for the Holy Eucharist                           
at least once a week. 

Daily Practice: The Daily Prayers of the 
Church  
Saying the Daily Office in some form each day. 

Reflection   
Identifying and maintaining ways of being                
reflective, and gaining perspective, that works             
for you. Creating space for stillness and silence. 

Parish Community  
Participating in the parish community in some 
manner. This is a community where our                       
differences can be expressed and will be accepted; 
in which we can fight with those we love without 
fearing the loss of the relationship.  

Serve  
To the extent we have given ourselves to awe and 
adoration, our service in daily life — with friends, 
family, at work, in civic life, and in all the places 
and circumstances we find ourselves — our service 
will flow organically from that awe and adoration.  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Much of the above comes from the In Your Holy Spirit books of Fr. Robert Gallagher and Michelle Heyne. Ascension Press, 2011;                                    
Gallagher's Fill All Things: The Dynamics of Spirituality in the Parish Church, and the various works of Mar n Thornton. 



Notes 


